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INTRODUCTION
. •»•'**;,-, ^.ds* * •
One of the concerns expressed by planners and decision makers relates
to the availability of reliable data for use in the decision making and plan-
ning processors. The availability of data becomes critical when the plans are
to have an immediate impact on people. Moreover, the importance of the avail-
ability of quantitative data is magnified when little other reliable data are
available.
The development of plans and the making of decisions on the basis of
reliable data is very difficult when the population to be affected are thought
to be transient. The difficulty arises from two standpoints, first, if the
assumption of the transient nature of the population is not subjected to empiri-
cal test, the plans and decisions may be off substantially. Second, areas with
a number of transients are usually not represented proportionately, if at all,
in the decision making process. Therefore, it may be more critical to have
reliable data for planning in the area of assumed high transiency than in areas
that are more stable and have a greater chance for input in the planning and
decision making process.
Another concern regarding the planning and decision making processes, and
one that relates more directly to the planners and decision makers than to the
problems or people directly affected by the plans and decisions, relates to the
training of prospective planners and developing a knowledgeable electorate. It
is generally accepted that while classroom instruction is a relevant and even
necessary component of the educational process, the classroom instruction can
and should be supplemented with experiential opportunities. It is desirable if
those experiential opportunities replicate or at least approximate the conditions
that one might expect to encounter in on the job situations.
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The study reported herein has addressed the two kinds, of concerns dis-
cussed above. More specifically the following objectives represent' the focus
of this study:
1. To collect data describing the people who live in the Duluth Central
Business District (CBD).
2. To determine relocation needs and preferences of persons living in
the Duluth CBD.
3. To assess the transiency of the persons living in the Duluth CBD.
4. To describe the housing conditions in the Duluth CBD.
5. To provide an opportunity for Urban Studies students at the
University of Minnesota ~ Duluth to apply their classroom knowledge
and to gain useful experience and insights concerning the research
problems related to planning and decision making.
Research Problem
The study began with a general definition of a researchable problem,
namely, the description of the area or areas in Duluth that were thought to
have a high degree of transiency. This problem was refined through meetings
and discussions with various staff members of the City Planning Department,
City Building Inspection Department, Duluth Housing and Redevelopment Author-
ity. St. Louis County Welfare Department and St. Louis County Health Department
All of the departments were potential users of the data.
The discussions identified a number of variables that the personnel of
the departments thought might be useful to them in carrying out their respec-
tive duties. In the process of identifying important variables the discussions
revealed some assumptions being made about the populations residing in the
Duluth Central Business District (CBD) . In addition to a high level of tran-
sience the people living in the area were thought to generally be male, middle
aged or older and living alone. Little was assumed about their reasons for
living where they did or where they might prefer to live.
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A survey instrument was designed which asked questions specifically con-
cerning age, sex, number of times moved. Additional questions were asked which
provided data which described the respondents and thus provided a more complete
profile of the people living in the CBD.
The needs and desires of the residents are included to provide information
on another dimension, the social psychological dimension. Central Business
Districts are often areas targeted for Urban Renewal and the Duluth CBD is no
exception. The need for plans for the relocation of some of the people may be
real in the not too distant future. Thus, data concerning needs g.nd housing
preferences may be a valuable input into the planning and decision making pro-
cesses. Also, further analyses relating the descriptive data to the needs and
preferences data may provide planners with additional information. The data
may enable planners to satisfy the needs of the people in a manner consistent
with age, income, needs, etc.
The process of designing the survey instrument included the usual sifting
and winnowing of questions. In the process of problem definition and the sub-
sequent development of measures, six conceptual areas were identified and used
as bases for selecting and organizing the questions. The six conceptual areas
are: (1) Demographic, (2) Social Interaction, (3) Current Housing Conditions - phys-
ical appearance, (4) Current Housing Condition - respondents perception, (5) Type of
Housing Preferred, and (6) Location Preference. The six areas represent sections of
the survey instrument.
Sampling and Data Collection
The study was to focus on an area with a transient population or at least
assumed transiency and one that might be the focus of renewal. Since the research-
ers were not in a position to know much about the later point and the fact that
Duluth is a city of approximately 100,000 population and some 25 miles long, the
City Planning Department assisted in identifying an area to be sampled.
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The study area consisted of a rectuangular area of eighteen adjoining
blocks in the Downtown area (see map). The boundaries of the area are 4th Avenue
West and 2nd Avenue East and Michigan Street and Second Street. The population
from which the sample was drawn consisted of all of the dwelling units in the
eighteen block areas.
The interviewers were assigned to groups of blocks and cruised the assigned
blocks identifying each building that had dwellings in it. Buildings were sketched
for each floor in each of the buildings containing dwelling units. The units on
each floor were numbered beginning with the unit immediately to the left of the
entrance to the floor, continuing consecutively in a clockwise manner. A total
of 584 dwelling units were identified. The units to be contacted for interview-
ing were selected by using a random number table. A 40% sample of each floor
was selected. The number of units selected was 243 and the number of interviews
completed was 150. It should be noted that the managers of three of the build-
ings containing dwelling units refused to permit the interviewers to enter the
building. This resulted in the exclusion of approximately 150 units from the
population.
*. _
The data were collected 'by use of a survey instrument and the questions
were read to the respondents. The responses were recorded on the survey docu-
ment by the interviewer. Each unit in the sample was visited a number of times
until an interview was completed or a refusal to be interviewed was received
by the interviewer. In some cases the occupants of dwelling units were not
found at home even though numerous call-backs were made to the units.
Findings
One of the primary purposes of this study is to discover the degree to
which residents of the downtown Duluth area are, in fact, transient. It is
a<CData were collected during the summer of 1973•
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not uncommon to find the expectation that any "downtown" resident is highly
mobile and subject to frequent moves. It is this expectation that is being
studied.
A secondary purpose is to isolate additional characteristics of this pop-
ulation. In particular, an attempt was made to discover the demographic charac-
teristics of the population, the desires of the population in terms of residence
location and residence features, and the present condition of the housing units
being occupied by the population.
Finally, some of the additional features mentioned above (additional with
respect to the transient characteristics) were cross tabulated with the degree
of resident mobility in an attempt to determine whether there were any discern-
ible traits or characteristics that can be attributed to a transient individual.
The questionnaire used to obtain data for these various categories is pre-r
sented as Appendix I to this report. That questionnaire was divided into six
sub-sections: Demographic, Social Interaction, Current Housing Conditions
(Respondent's), Current Housing Conditions (Physical), Type of Housing Preferred,
and Location Preference. Within the Demographic section of the questionnaire,
the question was asked. How many times in the last five years have you changed
addresses?" In the summary of results that follows, this question is summarized
and is used as the appropriate surrogate measure for the transient nature of
the population. It is, therefore, the key variable for the remainder of this
report.
In this section of the report, the data obtained from the questionnaire
are summarized in table form. Each variable will be presented with accompanying
frequency distributions, A limited number of variables have been selected from
this list of variables to be cross tabulated with the control variable, "Times
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Moved in Last Five Years. It is expected that this kind of information may be
useful for planning the level and quality of social services to the downtown
resident.
Presentation of Results: The "Transient" Variables
The variables for this study and the frequencies of response are presented
in Table I. The length of this summary table would indicate that a verbal de-
scription of each would be counterproductive. However, summary remarks on a
few selected variables of interest will be presented for highlighting purposes.
The reader is referred to the table itself for the complete tabulation of the
results.
The control variable for this study has been given as, Times Moved in Last
Five Years." Because of this variable's extreme importance, it is presented sep-
arately in Table II. One striking feature of this table can be readily discerned
In terms of this control variable it would be impossible to state whether the
downtown population is transient or "not transient." Over half of those inter-
viewed (51%) have moved one time or less in the last five years. Eighteen of the
remaining forty-nine percent moved but twice during the five year time period.
It is interesting to note that 58% of the Duluth population was living in
the same house in 1970 as they were in 1965*. The comparison clearly shows
that the downtown resident of Duluth (in the area specified by the study) is
just slightly more transient than indicated by the Duluth Census data.
This does not mean to say that a portion of the population is not transient.
Twenty six percent of the respondents moved in excess of three times during the
five year period. This is a large enough percentage to warrant further inves-
tigation.
* Table 82, p. 25-279. General Social and Economic Characteristics (Minnesota)
U.S. Department of Commerce Publication PC(1)-C25 Minnesota, March 1972.
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A second variable that relates strongly to the transient nature of the
respondents is. Time in Downtown Area." Out of the 150 persons responding
to the survey, forty-one percent lived in the downtown area in excess of eleven
years. On the other hand, thirty-three percent of the respondents lived in
this area one year or less. It would appear that the vast majority of the
responding population are either very new to the downtown area or they are
long-time residents.
Information of further interest is revealed by the cross tabulation of the
"Time in Downtown Area" with the "Times Moved in Last Five Years" variable.
This was done with the results presented in Table III to this report.
As can be seen in Table III, a high percentage of those who have lived
in Duluth for over eleven years have also not moved even one time in the past
five years. Fifty-eight percent of those in the eleven to nineteen years of
downtown residence didn t move one time, seventy-seven percent of those living
in the downtown area between twenty and twenty-nine years haven t moved once
in the past five years, and forty percent of those living in the area for
between thirty and sixty-one years have moved no times in the five year period.
The percentages are not as striking for those living in the downtown area
for only short periods of time. Even here, however, some patterns emerge.
For example, forty-six percent of those living in the area for less than one
year have moved but once in the past five years, thirty-nine percent of those
living in the area for one year have moved twice in the past five years, and
twenty-seven percent of those living in the area for two years have moved twice,
with another twenty-three percent having moved three times.
It appears that the newest residents in the downtown area of Duluth also
tend to be the most transient. Further, it appears that the long-term resi-
dents of the area consist of a rather stable group with respect to the number
of times moved.
This is contrasted somewhat by the "Time at Current Address" variable.
Although twenty-seven percent of the 150 respondents have lived at the current
address for excess of six years, a full forty-one percent have been located
where they were at the time of the survey for less than one year. The indica-
tion is that there is at least an interesting amount of movement within the
downtown area.
In summary, the nature of the sample from the downtown area is certainly
not homogeneous enough to accept such a generality as to term them as transient.
In fact, the various measures that were used as proxies for the transient
variable indicate that at least a significant portion of the sample is less
transient than the national average. This is contrary to some of the precon-
ceived notions of many regarding the residents of most downtown areas.
Presentation of Results; Demographic Variables
Again, referring to Table I, some of the demographic characteristics are
well worth noting. For example, of the sample taken in Duluth, sixty percent
were male and forty percent were female. Table IV cross tabulates these sex
variables with the surrogate transient variable.
As can be seen, the breakdown of the sexes shows little difference with
respect to the number of times moved in the past five years. Twenty-six per-
cent of the males have not moved in the five year period whereas twenty-eight
percent of the females have not moved in the last five years. Twenty-two per-
cent of the males have moved once during the five years and twenty-eight percent
of the females fall into that same category. This same pattern can be noted
throughout Table IV. Little difference can be noted between male and female
behavior in this regard.
With respect to the age variable. Table I shows the majority of the respon-
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dents to be in excess of sixty-five years of age (48%). The largest age
category is between sixty-five and seventy-four years.
When this age variable is crossed with the transient variable (Table V),
it can be seen that the older portion of the respondents are relatively
immobile. Forty percent of those between the age of sixty-five and seventy
four have not moved in the past five years. Another twenty-five percent have
only moved once in that time period. The same pattern is highlighted for
those respondents between the age of seventy-five a;nd ninety four. The largest
mobility in terms of the age factor can be found between the ages of twenty and
thirty-four comprising fourteen percent of the 150 respondents. In this cate-
gory, eighty percent of the respondents reported that they had moved two times
or more in the past five years.
The middle age groups (aged forty-five through sixty-four) are distributed
more evenly through the range of the transient variable. Sixteen percent have
not moved in the past five years, another sixteen percent have moved but once,
while twenty-three percent have moved four or more times. No clear pattern
emerges for this particular age group with respect to the transient variable.
Another concern of this study of possible interest deals with the employ-
ment/income characteristics of the respondents in relation to the transient
variable. Table VI summarizes this cross tabulation.
Sixty-one percent of the total respondents reported that they did not
have any employment. Many of these were retired individuals, although some
were on welfare or unemployment compensation. The reader is, once again,
referred to Table I for the details of this status. Of the sixty-one percent
unemployed, fifty-seven percent had moved once or fewer times in the past five
years. This again is somewhat counterintuitive since unemployed individuals
are often thought to be less tied down (more mobile) than their employed
counterparts. The evidence from the sample taken for this report does not
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confirm this thought.
Thirteen percent 'of the sample reported that they were employed at least
part time. An additional twenty-six percent reported that they were employed
full time.. The pattern of mobility for these two groups is less pronounced
than for the unemployed. Forty-two percent have moved once or less than once
in the past five years while forty-two percent have moved three or more times.
Looking at the income patterns, a large segment of the sample fall either
into the range of from $101 to $150 per month or in the $301 and over bracket.
With respect to the lower of the two ranges, fifty-five percent have moved one
time or less, again indicating some stability in mobility patterns. In the
higher income bracket, thirty-eight percent have moved one time or less while
the remainder moved two or more times. There is, then, some indication that
employment and higher income levels are associated with more mobility while
unemployment and lower income levels are associated with more stability in
terms of mobility.
To summarize the demographic highlights, it may be noted that the down-
town population is generally elderly and unemployed. It may be further noted
that these two variables are not associated with a high transient characteristic
In fact, it seems that the elderly and the unemployed are less transient than
those that are younger and employed. This is reinforced somewhat by the appar-
ent positive relationship between income and mobility.
Presentation of Results: Other Characteristics
A few more statistics concerning the respondents in relation to the tran-
sient variable will complete this summarization of the results. The authors
ran cross tabulations between the transient variable and all of the other
variables listed in Table I. Not all of the cross tabulations are of interest,
so a great deal of choice was exercised in selecting those to be presented.
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This is especially true for the next few pages of this report.
Question one of Section V in the questionnaire form reads, If you had
your choice, would you rather live in: a house, apartment, single room,
mobile home, other." The response was very strong in favor of the apartment
with forty-seven percent making that choice as compared to twenty-six percent
for the next most often chosen arrangement, the house. Table VII represents
the cross tabulation of these results with the transient variable. It is
interesting to note, first, that the downtown resident is an apartment resi-
dent. Therefore, the twenty-six percent that say that they would prefer a
home, given their choice, might indicate some discontent with the present
arrangement. If this were true, there should be some relation between this
choice and the number of times moved in the past five years.
In this regard, forty-one percent of those preferring a home over the
other options have moved three or more times in the past five years. Twenty-
six percent of those moved four or more times. This is to be contrasted with
the forty-five percent that moved one time or less but that still prefer a
house over the other alternatives.
Of those preferring an apartment, thirty percent had moved three or more
times with only ten percent having moved four or more times. On the other
hand, fifty-one percent have moved once or less during that five year period.
It does appear, with the proper caution for dealing with straight percentage
figures accepted, that the preference for an apartment and the characteristic
of permanency in this downtown area are somewhat related. Moreover, dissat-
isfaction with apartment living, if the choice of another preferred arrange-
ment can be taken as an indication of dissatisfaction, is accompanied by a
higher degree of mobility. Caution should be taken in interpretation of this
type, but the pattern is interesting and worthy of note.
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Along these same lines, the respondents were asked to state a preference
for owning or renting their place of residence. Table I shows that the vast
majority (sixty-one percent) preferred a rental arrangement to ownership.
Since the majority of the respondents currently rent, a preference to own may
indicate dissatisfaction with current conditions. If this is so, those indi-
viduals might appear to be more transient. Table VII cross tabulates the
"Times Moved" with the "Prefer to Own or Rent" variable.
The same general pattern emerges in this table as in the previous table.
Of those that would prefer to have an arrangement other than the one they
currently have (prefer to own) , fifty-four percent have moved in excess of
two times in the last five years; thirty-six percent in excess of three times,
and twenty-one percent four or more times.
This is contrasted with forty-four percent of those preferring to rent
having moved two or more times, twenty-seven percent having moved three or
more times, and twelve percent having moved four or more times. The thesis
is once again presented that the more transient individuals may be linked with
dissatisfaction with current living arrangments. Since fifty one percent of
the total sample are not transient (moved twice or less) , it is cautiously
suggested that the majority of the population is, in fact, not dissatisfied
with their current position and location in the community.
Carrying the theme of satisfaction with the respondent s current housing
further; the variable that relates the most directly to this problem can be
seen in Table I to be "Dislikes Current Housing: First. A full forty-one
percent of the respondents said that there was nothing that they disliked.
Twenty-one percent disliked the housing's physical characteristics, while
the remainder were fairly evenly scattered among the six remaining choices.
Table IX cross-tabulates this "Dislike" variable with the "times moved"
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variable. Of those individuals that were happy with their current housing,
sixty-one percent had not moved. Only twenty-five percent had moved three
or more times. This gives a great deal of additional credibility to the
notion that a significant portion of the downtown population is happy to re-
main where they are currently located.
Of those dissatisfied with the physical characteristics, fifty-eight had
moved two or more times, twenty-three percent more than three times, and
thirteen percent four or more times. This shows a slightly higher mobility
than for those satisfied.
A related variable Dislike Downtown Area", shows a slightly different
response pattern. Still referring to Table I, forty percent expressed no
displeasure with the downtown area. This is slightly lower than that expressed
for "Current Housing", but it still indicates substantial satisfaction with
current conditions. Twenty-five percent expressed disssatisfaction with the
location and pollution problems of a downtown area, nineteen percent disliked
the general condition of the areas, and nine percent were concerned about the
social problems of the downtown area.
Table X shows the cross tabulation for the "Dislikes and the times
moved variables. Fifty-three percent of those that were reported as being
satisfield had moved one or less times, a result that is consistent with those
findings reported above.
Of the fifty-three percent that did express some dissatisfaction, sixteen
percent moved three times or more in the past five years while twenty-seven
percent had moved one time or less during that same half decade. The forty
three percent in this category that had moved three times leave a mixed result
in terms of those with a complaint and their transient nature.
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When the question was asked directly as to whether the respondents were
generally happy with their current housing arrangement. Table I shows that
eighty-five. percent of the respondents answered that question "yes. Table XI
shows that fifty-four percent of these individuals had moved one fewer times in
the past five years.
Table XII, the final table to be summarized in this report, cross tabu-
lates. the "Times Moved with the location preference of the respondent. The
same pattern emerges once again. Fifty-two percent preferred the downtown area
to the other alternatives (Table I) and fifty-six percent of those had moved
once or fewer times in the past five years.
Conclusion
One reason for undertaking a survey of this type is to provide information
to planners and decision makers who could potentially be faced with developing
plans and making decisions regarding the relocation problems due to the enforce-
ment of housing codes, urban renewal, or related matters. It appears that the
task facing these planners and decision makers in the City of Duluth may not be
an easy one. Indications are that relocation is going to be of considerable
concern. There is rather compelling evidence that the downtown residents are
satisfied where they are and that any move would be resisted or at least per-
ceived as an imposition.
At the very least, the resident is generally not as mobile as many have
thought, and the people have demonstrated this through a reluctance to move on
their own. In fact, in many of the instances where the residents have moved,
it has been from one downtown location to another.
Many factors are involved in explaining the apparent intransient charac-
teristic. Table I shows that the downtown rent is not excessive, that the resi-
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dents appreciate the convenience of a downtown location, and that many of the
respondents friends are located near to them in the area. It would be hard
indeed for a government agency to recreate these conditions following dislo-
cat ion due to say, urban renewal.
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TABLE I - 1
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TIME IN DOWTOWN AREA
LESS THAN 1
1
2
3 THRU 5
6 THRU 19
?0 THRU 61
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
E
VALUE
0»00
1.00
2.00
3»00
4,00
5.00
6,00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
37
13
11
13
3Z
42
2
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
2^.f
8*7
7.3
6.7
?1.3
?8«0
1.3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
—' —
a^.7
8,7
7.3
8,7
21.3
2Q»0
1*3
100, 6
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO.
(PERCENT)
2^.7
33.3
^0.7
49.3
70^7
90.T
100,0
50Q<0
150
0
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TABLE 1-2
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TIME AT THIS ADDRESS
LESS THAN 1
1
2
3 THRU 5
6 THRU 19
30 THRU 61
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
o.oo
1.00
2.00
3.00
4«00
5,00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
62
16
16
16
29
11
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
41,3
10.7
10.7
10<7
19<3
7.3
lOOoO
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
41.3
10.7
10,7
10.7
19.3
7.3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
41.3
5Z.O
62.7
73,3
92.7
100.0
100»0
150
0
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TABLE 1-3
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
YES
N.O
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
IVING IN THE APARTMENT
VALUE
l.OO
2.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
131
19
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
87.3
1Z.7
100*0
ADJUSTED
FRCTJENCY
(PEPCrNT>
87.3
I? .7
100,0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
07.3
100<0
100*0
150
0
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TABLE 1-4
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
SEX
MALE
FEMALE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
1.00
2.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
90
60
150
RELATIVE:
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
60.0
40.0
100<0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
60,0
^0,0
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
60.0
100,0
100.0
150
9
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TABLE 1-5
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
AGE
18 THRU 19
20 THRU 24
25 THRU 3^
35 THRU 44
45 THRU 54
55 THRU 59
60 THRU 64
65 THRU 74
75 THPU 97
99
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
1»00
2<»00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6»00
7.00
8«00
9.00
lOeOO
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
11
15
6
4
17
7
15
40
32
3
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
7.3
10,0
^•0
2.7
n»3
4.7
10o0
26,7
21.3
?»0
lOOoO
ADJUSTED
FREOUFNCY
(PERCENT)
7,3
10.0
4.0
Z.7
11.3
4.7
10.0
26.7
21.3
?.o
100.0
CUMULATTVf;
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
7,3
17.3
21.3
2/t.O
35.3
40.0
50.0
76.7
98.0
IGOoO
100.0
150
0
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TABLE I - 6
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
EDUCATION
0 THRU 8
9 THRU ia
13 THRU 20
VALUE
0 •00
1.00
2*00
3.00
^•00
5,00
6,00
7.00
99.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
7
9
17
37
1^
38
16
7
5
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
4.7
6^0
11*3
24o7
9o3
25.3
10»7
4e7
3.3
100,0
ADJUSTED
FPEOUENCY
(PERCENT)
^.7
6o0
11.3
24»7
9.3
?5.3
10.7
4.7
3<3
1.00.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PFRCENT)
4.7
10.7
2Z.O
46.7
56.0
81.3
9Z.O
96 o 7
100^0
100<0
VALID OBSERVATIONS -
MISSING OBSERVATIONS -
150
0
23.
TABLE 1-7
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
FULL TIME
PART TIME
NONE
EMPLOYMENT
VALUE
l.OO
2.00
3*00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
39
20
91
150
RELATIVE
FREOUE'NCY
<PERCENT)
26.0
13o3
60.7
100*0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
^^
36.0
13,3
60*7
100»0
. CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
?6»0
39»3
100-0
100*0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
ISO
0
24.
TABLE 1-8
VARIABLE
VALUE LABO
TYPE OF ^ORK
PROFESSIONAL
CLERICAL SALES
SERVICES
PROCESSING
MACHINE TRADES
8ENCHWORK
STRUCTURAL WORK
MISCELLANEOUS
NONE OR NO
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
0«00
1,00
2<00
4<00
5.00
6,00
7.00
8.00
9,00
TOTAL
1
11
26
8
1
1
2
9
91
150
•7
7.3
17.3
5,3
.7
.7
1.3
6.0
60,7
lOO^O
•7
7,3
17,3
5.3
.7
•7
1.3
6*0
60.7
100.0
CUMULATIVE:
ADJ FRFO
(PERCENT)
.7
8»0
25,3
30o7
31.3
32.0
33.3
39.3
100«0
, -nxuaTO——.
100.0
150
25.
TABLE 1-9
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
MONTHLY INCOME CATEGORY
S51 THRU $100
$101 THRU 5150
$151 THRU $200
$201 THRU $250
$251 TMRU $300
$301 AND OVER
NO RESPONSE
R
VALUE
2.00
3,00
4«00
5»00
6.00
7.00
9<00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
6
40
30
14
4
31
25
—<a?——^ m»— •
150
RELATIVE
FREOUFNCY
(PERCENT)
^•0
26.7
20<0
9.3
2.7
20.7
56.7
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
^•0
26.7
20.0
9.3
2.7
20.7
16.7
100.0
CUMULATIVE:
AOJ F^EO
(PERCENT)
4,0
30,7
50.7
60<0
62,7
83»3
100,0
100<0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
26.
TABLE I - 10
VARIABLE
VALUE L/^BEL
YES
NO
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
TOWN AREA
VALUE
1.00
2,00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE:
FREQUENCY
94
56
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
62,7
37,3
100»0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
62,7
37,3
100»0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FR^O
(PERCENT)
62 •7
100»0
100.0
150
0
27.
TABLE I - 11
VARIABLE
VALUE LAB£L
DAILY
WEEKLY
MONTHLY
OTHER
NO RESPON5E-NOT APLY
LK WITH
VALUE
l«00
2.00
3.00
4»00
9.00
TOTAL
FRIENDS
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
63
23
8
1
55
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
42.0
15.3
5.3
.7
36.7
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
42.0
15.3
5,3
.7
36<,7
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRFO
(PERCENT)
^2.0
57.3
6Z.7
63.3
100.0
200.0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
28.
TABLE 1-12
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
RELATIVES IN DULU7H-5UPERIOR AREA
YES
NO
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
^'ALUF
1<»00
z.oo
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
72
78
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
^8.0
52.0
100.0
ADJUSTED
FRFQUENCY
(PERCENT)
48.0
52\0
100<»0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRFQ,
(PERCENT)
48^0
100.0
100.0
150
0
29.
TABLE 1-13
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
DAILY
WEEKLY
MONTHLY
OTHER
NO RESPONSE-NOT APLY
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSiMG OBSERVATIONS
150
0
.K OR vTrsrTwrfH"
VALUE
1«00
z.oo
3*00
4.00
9,00
TOTAL
"REUATTVTS"
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
17
30
11
12
80
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
U.3
20.0
7,3
8.0
53.3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
11^3
20,0
7,3
8.0
53.3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREQ
(PERCENT)
11.3
31.3
38.7
^6.7
100»0
100.0
30.
TABLE 1-14
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
WHAT TYPE OF UNIT
APARTMENT
SINGLE ROOM
GROUP OF ROOMS
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSEPVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
VALUE ARSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
1.00
2.00
3.00
9*00
TOTAL
41
88
20
1
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
27.3
58.7
13*3
.7
100.0
27,3
58,7
13»3
<7
109^0
CUMULATIVE
^OJ FREO
(PERCENT)
27.3
66.0
99.3
100<0
100.0
31.
TABLE I - 15
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
CURRENT MONTHLY RENT CATEGORY
LESS THAN $30
$30 THRU 539
$40 THRU $49
$50 THRU $59
$60 THRU $69
$70 THRU $79
$80 THRU $89
$90 THRU $99
£100 OR MORE
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
0»1
.!•<
2«<
3.<
4,<
5<»(
6.<
7.1
8.1
9*<
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
4
18
37
38
27
7
4
3
4
8
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
2.7
12,0
2^,7
?5«3
18.0
4^7
2.1
2o0
2.7
5,3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
2,
12,
2^.
25.
18<
4.
2<
2<
2.
5<
100<
*7
•o
.7
•3
<0
^7
*7
.0
,7
.3
•o
CUMULATIVE
AD J Fi^F.0
<PERCENT)
2.7
14.7
39.3
6^7
82,7
87.3
90.0
92.0
9^.7
lOOoO
100*0
150
0
32.
TABLE 1-16
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TOTAL NUMBER OF ROOMS
1 ROOM
2 ROOMS
3 ROOMS
4 ROOMS
5 ROOMS
6 ROOMS
7 ROOMS
VALUE
1»00
2.00
3o00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7*00
TOTAL
AOSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
93
30
1^
5
2
5
1
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
6?o0
20.0
9.3
3.3
1.3
3»3
.7
300.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
62.0
20,0
9,3
3o3
le3
3.3
.7
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
62.0
02-0
91.3
94.7
96,0
99.3
100«0
!00»0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
33.
TABLE 1-17
VARIABLE
VALUE LA8EL
TOTAL NUMBER OF BEDROOMS
NO BEDROOMS
I BEDROOM
? OEOROOMS
3 BEDROOMS
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
0.00
1<00
2.00
3.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
95
46
8
1
150
RELATIVE.
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
63,3
30*7
5.3
.7
100»0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
63,3
30<7
5.3
o7
100*0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FPFO
(PERCENT)
63.3
94.0
99,3
100.0
100*0
150
0
34.
TABLE 1-18
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
KITCHEN FACILITIES
NONE
FULL PRIVATE
FULL SHARED
EFFICIENCY PRIVATE
EFFICIENCY SHARED
OTHER
VALUE
0.00
1.00
2.00
3,00
4,00
5.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
18
58
27
41
5
1
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
12,0
38o7
18^0
27.3
3.3
*7
100»0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
1?,0
38.7
18.0
27.3
3.3
<7
100*0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRFO
(PERCENT)
12.0
50o7
68.7
96*0
99.3
100,0
100.0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
35.
TABLE I - 19
•—x^ninifr-na
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TOILET FACILITIES
SHARED
PRIVATE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
VALUE
1»00
z.oo
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
118
3?
150
RELATIVE
FREOUFNCY
(PERCENT)
7R.7
21.3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREOUFNCY
<PE:RCO<!T)
7R»7
23,3
100*0
CUMULATIVE
AD..' FRFO
(PERCENT)
78*7
100.0
100.0
36.
TABLE 1-20
VARIABLE SINK FACILITIES
VALUE LABEL
SHARED
PRIVATE
VALUE
1.00
2.00
TOTAL
ADSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
31
69
150
RETLAUVF
FREQUF-NCY
(PERCENT)
5^c0
^6*0
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREOUEN'CY
(PERCENT)
54.0
^6,0
100.0
CU'MULAH
AOJ FUE
< P E R C. E I's
5^.0
1 00 „ 0
100.-0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
37.
TABLE 1-21
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
BATHING FACILITIES
NONE
TUB-PRIVATE
TUB-SHARED
SNOWER-PRIVATE
SHOWER-SHAPED
TUB^SHOWER-PVT
TUB+SHOWER-SHARED
VALID OBSEPVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
0<00
1.00
2»00
3.00
4.00
5»00
6.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
2
25
24
3
6
18
72
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
1.3
16<7
16.0
2.0
^,0
12.0
48.0
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
<PERCENT)
1.3
16.7
16,0
2.Q
4,0
12.0
48 <0
100,0
CUMULATIVE
AOJ FRF'O
(PERCENT)
1,3
18,0
3^0
36.0
40.0
52*0
100-0
100.0
150
0
38
TABLE 1-22
^<»'/f*<yn*l*.w"tfi»»»^-a»»u'^,
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
SOURCE OF OUTSIDE LIGHT
OUTSIDE
LIGHT COURT
LIGHT COURT OUTSIDE
SKYLI6HT
COMBINATION
NONE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
1<00
2.00
3»00
4,00
5.00
8,00
TOTAL
1Z9
4
5
7
3
2
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCFNT)
86»0
2.7
3.3
4,7
2<0
1»3
100,0
86.0
?.7
3<3
4.7
?.Q
1«3
100.0
CUMULATTVfc
A DJ FRFO
(PERCS~:NT)
86o0
08,7
9Z.O
96o7
98o7
IGOoO
100»0
150
0
39.
TABLE 1-23
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TYPE OF HOUSING PREFERRED
HOUSE
APARTMENT
SINGLE ROOM
MOBILE HOME
OTHER
NO RESPONSE
RRE
VALUE
1.00
2.00
3,00
4.00
5,00
9.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE:
FREQUENCY
39
71
27
9
2
z
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
?6o0
47*3
18o0
6.0
1.3
1.3
l00»0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
26.Q
47.3
18.0
6*0
1*3
l<3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
26,0
73.3
91,3
97,3
98.7
100,0
100.0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
40.
TABLE 1-24
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
OWN
RENT
NO RESPONSE
VALID OHSCRVATIONS
MiSSlNG OBSERVATIONS
>/N OR RENT
VALUE
l.OO
2<00
9»00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
56
92
2
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
<P[-:RCCNT»
37a3
61.3
1.3
lOOsO
ADJUSTED
FRfLOU^NCY
(PtrPCCNT)
37o3
61,3
1.3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
(PERCENT)
37.3
98»7
100.0
100.0
150
0
41.
TABLE I ~ 25
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TYPE OF COOKING FACILITIES PREFERRED
VALUE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
HAVE OWN
SHARE
COMMON
NONE
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
1.00
2.00
3«00
^•00
9.00
TOTAL
131
4
4
9
2
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
87,3
2.7
Z.7
6.0
1,3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
87 < 3
2.7
2,7
6,0
l<3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
AOJ FREO
(PERCENT)
R7.3
90.0
92.7
98»7
100<0
100.0
150
0
42.
TABLE 1-26
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
$30 THRU S39
S40 THRU $/49
S50 THRU $59
$60 THRU $69
$70 THRU $79
%80 THRU $89
$90 THRU $99
$100 THRU $119
?IZO THRU <£149
$150 THRU $199
SZOO THRU $2^9
$Z50 THRU <S299
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
'NTHLY RENT^CATEGORY
VALUE
1<00
2.00
3.00
4,00
5.00
6,00
7,00
8.00
9,00
10.00
11.00
12.00
99.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
7
32
30
17
11
11
3
10
4
5
2
1
17
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PEPCENT)
4.7
21.3
20.0
11.3
7.3
7.3
2,0
6,7
2.7
3,3
1.3
•7
n»3
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUFNCY
(PERCENT)
^o7
21,3
?0.0
11,3
7.3
7.3
2,0
6.7
?c7
3.3
1.3
<7
11.3
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRFQ
<PFRCFMT)
4,7
Z6.0
45.0
57.3
6^7
7Zof)
7^.0
80,7
63»3
86,7
R8o0
88,7
100.0
100,0
150
0
43.
TABLE 1-27
/ARIABLE MAIN ACTIVITIES IN SPARC TIME FIRST
/ALUE LABEL
/MLK
READ
TV-RADIO
DRINK
GAME5-WORK INAPARTMT
VISIT-GO OUT-6RP ACT
WORK
ACTIV+ OUTDOR SPORT
MISCELLANEOUS
NO RESPONSE
VAS.ID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
KOO
Z.QQ
3.00
^•00
5.00
6.00
7,00
8^00
9.00
lOoOO
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
27
22
13
6
17
20
^
20
9
12
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
18.0
14,7
8.7
4.0
1I»3
13,3
2o7
13<3
6^0
8<0
100,0
ADJUSTER
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
18<0
14,7
8o7
4.0
11^3
13.3
2e7
13*3
6,0
8.0
i00«0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREQ.
(PERCENT)
l8«0
32.7
41.3
45o3
56«7
70.0
7Z.7
86,0
93.0
100<0
100.0
50
0
44.
TABLE 1-28
VARIABLE
VALUE LAB'EL
PLACES SPENT SPARE TIM^ FIRST
NOTHING
OUTDRyREC ACTS
H03IES»VOLUNTR»CLAS
ENTERTAINMENT
ANYTHING
VISITING
JOB
PARKS
NO RESPONSE
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
RELATIVE
FRE.OUENCY
(PERCENT)
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
1.00
2.00
3.00
4«00
5»00
6.00
7,00
8.00
9.00
10.00
TOTAL
85
17
5
8
3
6
10
6
4
6
150
56,7
11 o3
3.3
5.3
z.o
4<0
6.7
4.0
2.7
4»0
100»0
56.7
11.3
3,3
5.3
2.0
4»0
6»7
4«0
2<7
4.0
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRFO
(PERCENT)
56.7
68,0
71*3
76.7
78.7
82»7
P9»3
93c3
96.0
100,0
100.0
150
0
45.
TABLE 1-29
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
DOWNTOWN
VALUE
l.OO
2.00
3<00
4o00
5^00
6<00
7.00
8.r00
9.00
TOTAL
FIRST
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
82
26
6
6
4
1
3
3
19
150
RELATIVE-
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
54.7
17<3
-4<0
4.0
a.?
.7
2.0
2<0
12.7
100,0
ADJUSTED
FR(::OUS:NCY
(PERCENT^
54.7
17.3
4,0
^,0
2.7
.7
2<0
2<0
1?.7
100.0
CU^ULATIVf
AOJ FRFQ.
(PERCENT;
54»7
7Z-0
76 »0
80«,0
82 <• 7
83 o 3
85.3
87«3
100<»0
i00»0
VALID OBSERVATIONS -
MISSING OBSERVATIONS -
150
0
46.
TABLE 1-30
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
LIKE CURRENT HOUSING FIRST
CONVENIENCE:
PRIVACY + QUIET
CHEAP
FRIENDS
NOTHING
PHYSICAL CHARACTER
SAFETY
EVERYTHING
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE
1^00
2e00
3,00
4,00
5 < 00
6o00
7.00
9.00
10,00
\.
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
50
19
1^
15
Z4
15
2
6
5
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
33*3
12.7
9.3
10.0
16.0
10.0
1<3
4,0
3,3
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
33.3
12.7
9.3
10,0
16»0
10,0
1<»3
4,0
3s3
100*0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRE'O
(PP-PCENT)
33.3
^.6.0
55.3
65o3
81*3
91.3
92,7
96.7
100*0
100.0
150
0
47.
TABLE 1-31
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
DISLIKE CURRENT HOUSJNCT FIRST
NOTHING
EVERYTHING
NOISY
MAINTENANCE PROBLMS
PHYSICAL CHARACTER
SOCIAL CHARACTER
LOCATION PROBLMS
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE-
1.00
2.00
3.00
^ 00
5.00
6.00
7.00
9.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
61
10
3
1^
31
11
8
I?
150
RELATIVE •
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
40.7
6,7
2.0
9.3
20.7
7o3
5.3
8o0
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
40,7
6.7
2.0
9.3
20»7
7.3
5.3
Q»Q
100*0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO
<PERCENT)
40*7
^7.3
49.3
58.7
79.3
86.7
92.0
100.0
100.0
150
0
48.
TABLE 1-32
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
CONVENIENCE
NOTHING
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
LOCAL CONDITIONS
EVERYTHING
NO RESPONSE
AREA FIRST
VALUE
l.oo
2»00
3o00
4,00
5.00
9.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
104
16
11
5
5
9
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
69.3
10e7
7.3
3.3
3.3
6<»0
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
69.3
10*7
7<»3
3e3
3,3
6.0
100<»0
CUMULATIVf
ADJ FRFO
(PEPCENT)
69.3
80»0
87 o3
90»7
94^0
100. 0
100.0
VALIO OBSFRVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
49.
TABLE 1-33
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
DISLIKE DOWNTOWN AREA FIRST
NOTHING
LOCATION^POLLUTION
SOCIAL PRBLMS
AREA CONDITIONS
NO WORK
NO RESPONSE
VALUE
1»00
2.00
3.00
4«00
5,00
9.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
59
38
14
Z8
1
10
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
39*3
Z5.3
9.3
ia»7
.7
6.7
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY.
(PERCENT)
39,3
25.3
9.3
18<7
.7
6.7
100.0
CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREO_
(PERCENT)
39.3
64 •7
74.0
92.7
93.3
100<»0
100.0
V^LID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
50.
TABLE 1-34
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
YES
NO
NO RESPONSE
CURRENT HOUSING
VALl^E
1<00
2»00
9<00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
127
Z2
1
150
RELATIVE
FREOUENCY
(PERCENT)
8<K7
14»7
.7
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
8^7
14,7
»7
100,0
CUMULATIVE
AOJ FRFQ
(PERCENT)
6^.7
99.3
IOC.O
100.0
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
51.
TABLE 1-35
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
LOCATION PREFERENCE FIRST CHOICE
CENTRAL HILLSIDE
EAST DULUTH
WEST DULUTH
HEIGHTS
DOWNTOWN
SUPERIOR
OTHER
NO RESPONSE
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
VALUE .
1.00
?.oo
3«00
4,00
5.00
6,00
7»00
9.00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
8
29
4
4
78
11
7
9
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
5.3
19.3
2.7
2.7
52.0
7.3
^.7
6<»0
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREOUFNCY .
(PERCENT)
5.3
19,3
?•?
2e7
52,0
7^3
4,7
6.0
100,0
CUMUIATIVF
ADJ FRPO
(PERCENT)
5,3
34,7
27.3
3Q»Q
82o0
89»3
94,0
100.0
100*0
150
0
53.
TABLE I -. 37
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
IMPORTANT
NOT IMPORTANT
IMPORTANCE OF FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
VALUE
loOO
2.00
9o00
TOTAL
ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
95
51
4
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
63^3
3^0
2o7
100,0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)
63,3
3^0
2.7
lOOoO
CUMULATIVE:
ADJ FPEO
(PERCENT)
63»3
97.3
100.0
lOOoO
54.
TABLE II
VARIABLE
VALUE LABEL
TIMES MOVED IN LAST FIVE YEARS
NONE
ONCE
TWICE
3 TIMES
4 OR MOR
VALUE ABSOLUTE
FREQUENCY
0»00
l»00
2o00
3.00
4.00
TOTAL
40
37
27
22
24
150
RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT) .
26,7
?4«7
18.0
1^.7
16.0
100.0
ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(P£RCCNT)
26,7
24.7
18.0
1^.7
16.0
100»0
CUMULATIVf
ADJ FREQ.
.{PERCENT}
26.7
51.3
69,3
8/4 o0
100.0
lOOrO
VALID OBSERVATIONS
MISSING OBSERVATIONS
150
0
APPENDIX III
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Table III - 1 Time in Downtown Area
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Table IV Sex
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Table V - 2 Date of Birth
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Table VII Type of Housing Preferred
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Table III - 2
TRANSIENT HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973 12/03/73 56'
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 12/03/73 )
<ftfl--i».&-i»ft^ftfl-^«--?ftft-stft» CROSSTABULATION OF ft<t-ttft-?fi'<»-»-&-&-ti-«<-ft»«tt
VAR002 TIME IN DOWTOWN AREA BY VAR004 TI.MES MOVED IN LAST FIVE: YEARS
<}.»tf-tt-tt<<tft<?tttttttttt-ti'ft»»»ft-tt«tt»-B-1t»-tt.fr-(t«.tttt»tt-B-»<t»tt-»tt»«-|t-&S.«.ft PAGE 2 OF ^
COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
7.00
11THRU 19
8.00
30. THRU 29
9,00
30 THRU 61
10.00
99
COLUMN
TOTAL
VAR004
I
INONE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
0.
11
57.9
Z7.5
7.3
13
76.5
33.5
8.7
10
^0.0
25,0
6.7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40
26.7
001
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ONCE
1.00
1
5.3
2.7
•?
2
11.8
5.4
1.3
4
16.0
10.8
2.7
0
0.0
o.o
0.0
37
24.7
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TWICE
2.
3
15,8
11.1
2,0
0
0<0
0.0
0.0
2
8,0
7.4
1.3
2
100.0
7.^
1.3
27
18.Q
3
001
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TIMES
3.00
2
10.5
9.1
1,3
z
11.8
9.1
1.3
4
16.&
18.2
2.7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22
1^.7
^
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
OR MOR
4.001
2
10.5
8.3
1,3
.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5
zo.o
Z0<8
3.3
0
0,0
0.0
0.0
2^+
16.0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ROW
TOTAL
19
12.7
17
11.3
25
16.7
2
1.3
150
100.0
RAW CHI SQUARE =? 102»22097 WITH
CRA,YER?i5 V = .41276
CONTINGENCY COE.FFICIENT = .63662
KEMUALL^S TAU B = . "»?6219
KENDALL^S TA-U C = -.26978
OAMMA = -.31025
SO?*,(.:R?tS 0 s -• 27370
40 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE = •OOOO
Table IV
TRANSIENT HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973 12/03/73 57,
FILE NONAML (CREATION DATE = 12/03/73 )
<ttu<<to»tt»-&-a-ft»tt-?<-»< CROSSTABULATION OF ft-tt»<»»-<»<t<i-»^tt-tt»-tt.i}.<i.»
VAR007 SEX BY VAR004 TIMES MOVED IN LAST FIVE YEARS
<tt»^<-U--»»-?<»tt-ft-?«tt-?«fttt<»--tt<t»«»ft»»«-?«-<tt-tt<-tt«»-»»tt'&-?it»tt«»Utt1t PAGE 1 Of I
VAROO^
COUNT I
ROW PCT INONE ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES 4 OR MOR ROW
COL PCT I TOTAL
TOT PCT I 0,001 1.001 2.001 3.001 4.001
VAR007 -———I—----.-I—--——I———.I———I.——-—I
1.00 I 23 I 20 I 16 I 14 I 17 I 90
MALE I Z5.6 I 22.2 I 17.8 I 15.6 I 18.9 I 60.0
I 57.5 I 54.1 I 59.3 I 63*6 I 70,8 I
I 15.3 I 13*3 I 10e7 I 9»3 I 11.3 I
-I—-».«-I———I«.—»-..I-.-..»-.I»»-....-I
2.00 I 17 I 17 I 11 I 81 71 60
FEMALE I 28.3 I Z8.3 I 18.3 I 13.3 I 11.7 I 40.0
I ^2.5 i 45.9 I 40.7 I 36.4 I 29.2 I
I 11.3 I 11.3 I 7.3 I 5.3 I 4.7 I
-I—-—.».-l———l...-»-«.l».-_—«-lx-«»..«l
COLUMN 40 37 27 22 24 150
TOTAL 26.7 Z4.7 18.0 14.7 l6e0 100.0
PAY/ CHI SQUARE = 1<950Z1 WITH 4 DEGRF-ES Of FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE = .7^49
CRAM-ER^S V = .ll^UZ
CONTINGENCY CO&FFICIENT = .U3Z9
KENUALL*S TAU B = -.08207
KENUALL^S TAU C = -•10098
GAMMA = -•133Z7
SOMLR^S D = -•06403
TRANSIENT HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973
(-ILE NONA^ (CREATION DATE = 12/03/73 )
Table V - I
12/03, s-S
58,
<fto^»o«^ft-»tt»«»^«»* CROSSTABULATION OF »«ft»»»»**«-<-t»^-(»«««.»
VAR008 DATE OF BIRTH BY VAR004 TIMES MOVED IN LAST FIVE YEARS
fl.«-tttt»<»-&ft»»-tttt<ft«<t«»»ft-»»»»»«»»»-ttft»««tt«tt«»»«oi»<»^^<.«» PAGE 1 OF 2
COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
VAR004
I
INONE
I
I 0.1
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES 4 OR MOR
VAR008
18 THRU 19
2U THRU 24
25 THRU 34
35 THRU 44
45 THRU 54
55 THRU 59
60 THRU 64
1.00
2.00
3.00
^•00
5.00
6,00
7,00
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
001
•I'
I
I
I
I
0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
I
5.9
2.5
.7
1
1^.3
2,5
•7
COLUMN
TOTAL.
3
50.0
7.5
z.o
I———
40
Z6.7
l.OOI
•I
7 I
63.6 I
18,9 I
4.7 I
2,001
•I-
2 I
i8,a i
7.4 I
1,3 I
3.001
•I
0
0.0
0.0
0,0
•I
4 I
26.7 I
10. Q I
2.7 I
•I-
0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
2 I
50.0 I
5.4 I
1.3 I
•I-
3 I
17.6 I
8.1 I
2.0
•I
3 I
20.0 I
11.1 I
2.0 I
•I-
1 I
16<»7 I
3.7 I
,7 I
•I-
1 I
35.0 I
3.7 I
»7 I
•I-
3 I
20.0 I
13.6 I
2.0 I
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1 I
25.0 I
4.5 I
.7 I
2
28.6
5.4
1,3
3 I
17.6 I
11.1 I
2.0 I
•I
^ I
Z3.5 I
18.2 I
2,7 I
I-
0
o.u
0.0
0.0
———I
37
24.7
Z I
28.6 I
7.4 I
1.3 I
-I-
2 I
33.3 I
7.^ I
1,3 I
-———I
Z7
18.0
•I'
2 I
38.6 I
9.1 I
1»3 I
I
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-——I
Z2
1^.7
^•001
•I
2 I
18.3 I
8.3
1.3
5
33.3
20.8
3.3
5
83.3
20.8
3.3
0
0,0
0.0
0.0
6
35.3
Z5.0
4.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
16.7
4.2
.7
.——I
2^
16.0
ROW
TOTAL
11
7.3
15
10.0
6
4.0
4
2.7
17
11.3
7
4,7
6
4.0
150
100»0
(CONTINUED)
Table V - 2
TRANSIEN- 'OUSIN6 STUDY SUMMER 1973
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 12/03/73 )
12/03/73 59.
^ft0ft<a--&«-?ft<ft»»»ft»-»» CROSSTABULATION OF »»»<»-?»»«<<3--»-?-!»-(»<tfl.o
VAR008 DATE OF BIRTH BY VAROO^ TIMES MOVEO_IN LAST FIVE YEARS
^tt»»-&tt»tt<t»<i-»<«ftfttt»»ft-?ftft»»«<»»ftfttt»tt-t>»»»-it»««'it»-?-tt-»»ttft PAGE 2 OF 2
VAR004
COUNT I
ROW PCT INONE
COL PCT I
TOT PCT I
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES 4 OR MOR
VARU08
65 THRU 74
75 THRU 97
8.00
9.00
0.001
•I'
16 I
40.0 I
40.C I
10.7 I
1.001
•I-
10 I
25.0 I
27.0 I
6.7 I
-I—-._-»I———I,
I 16 I 71
I 50.0 £ 21.9 I
I 40.0 I 18.9 I
10.7 I ^+.7 I
I--------I
99
10.00
61,00
63.00
63.00
COLUMN
TOTAL
I
-I-
T
I
I
I
-I-
I
I
I
I
-I-
I
I
I
I
-I-
I
I
I
I
-I
2.001
•I-
7 I
17.5 I
25.9 I
4.7 I
•——I-
2 I
6.3 I
7.4 I
1.3 I
3.001
•I-
5 I
12.5 I
22.7 I
3.3 I
———I-
5 I
15.6 I
Z2.7 I
3.3 I
4.001
•I
2 I
5.0 I
8.3 I
1.3 I
———I
2 I
6,3 I
Q.3
1,3
2
66.7
5.0
1.3
I
33.3
2,5
,7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
O.Q
0.0
I-
0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
0,0 I
1
33.3
4.2
.7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
5.^
1.3
I
I
I
I
—I-
2 I
I
I
I
•I-
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1 I
33.3 I
3.7 I
•7 I
•I-
a i
50.0 I
7.4 I
1.3 I
I
1 I
50.0 I
3.7 I
•7 I
•I-
1 I
33.3 I
4.5 I
•7 I
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
•I-
0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
•I-
1 I
50.0 I
^.5 I
•7 I
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40
26.7
37
24.7
27
18.0
22
14,7
Z4
16«0
ROW
TOTAL
40
26.7
3Z
21.3
3
2.0
3
2.0
4
Z.7
z
1.3
150
100.0
RA^< CHI SQUARE = 90.97766 WITH
CRAMER^S V == .38940
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT = .61444
KENDALL^S TAU B = -.26598
KENUALL^S TAU C = -.37178
GAMHA = -•31883
bOMLR^S 0 a -.Z7S73
48 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE s 0002
Table VI
TRANSIENT HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973
HLL NONAME (CREATION UATt = 1Z/03/73 )
12/03/73 60.
^ft.>^^»fttt»ft^»«ft<ft-»-(» CKOSSTABULATION OF »fl-<<-ft»»»»»^^-u-<t»-tttt.it»
VArtOll EMPLOYMENT . . BY VAH004 TIMES MOVED IN LAST FIVE YEARS
<} •&»•&•(/•&«• ft «-ft<-<i-« •» .» «»<»ttftfl--»«»»»'a'»tt<{'o-»-&»^»«<i-.tt-a»^».»ftfr.c.<^ PAG£ 1 OF 1
COUNT
ROvi PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
VAH011
VAHOO^
I
INONE
I
r .. o» oo i
I———I
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES 4 OR MOK
001
•I
FULL TIME
PArtT TIME
N(JNE
1.00
z.ou
3.00
COLUMN
TOTAL
I
I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
I
-I
I
I
I
1
-I
6
15.A
15.0
4.0
^0
lu
?
&
20.5
21.6
5.3
35
18
4
Z.OOI
•I
9 I
•Z3.1
33.3
6.0
20.0
l^.d
Z.7
AO
Z6.7
37
Z4.7
I
I
I
•I-
4 I
I
1
I
•I-
27
18.0
3.001
I
7 I
17,9 !
31.8 I
^•7 I
4.001
•I
9
23.1
37.5
6.0
2 I
10.0 I
9.1 I
1.3 I
3
15.0
1Z.6
z.o
I
33
/b
zo
30
.0
•o
.0
I
I
I
I
>I-
Z4
59
14
?d
.2
•5
•7
I
I
I
I
•I-
IS
51
y
.4
•9
.3
I
1
I
I
•I-
1A
b9
y
13
.3
<t
•7
I
I
I
I
•I-
1
13.
50.
8.
z
?
0
0
Z2
14.7
?4
16.0
ROW
TOTAL
39
<?6,U
zo
13.3
<yl
60.7
150
100.U
h-AW CHI SOUAKfc = 7«y?lA2 WITH
ChAMiiR^S V = •162b0
CUM iNOdNCV COEFFACIrt£NT = ,223^7
KFA-LMLL^S TAU tf = -•l.bl80
«ENLJriLL^S TAU C = -•15933
r,AMMA = -,2^<>94
SOMt.P?sS D = -.13471
8 OEGRFfcS OF FRE.EOOM. SIGNIFICANCE s o^^l2
TRANSIENT-HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973
HLIL NOi^AME (CREATION DATE = 1Z/03/73 )
Table VII 12/03/73
61,
^•c-ft^t»<»»^»<i-o-»»»»-»» CROSSTA8ULATION OF tt-&«»ft<t»<*»^'ti-»-»ft»*»
VAR035 TYP£ OF HOUSING PREFERRED' BY VAR004 TIMES MOV£D IN LAST FIVE YRAPS
it^o.^«o»»-t»ft-<t-»'&»«'fr-u-tt»'ii-»»-a-»tt«-»<t-tt'»»»»»-»*«»»»» «<»•»•(»»»» PAGE I OF I
COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
VAR004
I
INONE
I
i u.oo
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES 4 OR MOR
VAR035
HOUSE
APARTMENT
SINGLE ROOM
MOBILE HOME
OTHER
NO RESPONSE
•I
1.00
z.oo
3<OQ
4»OU
5.00
9.00
COLUMN
TOTAL
5
i2.a
12.5
3.3
I————
I 2^
I 33.8
60.0
lb.0
1.00
13
33.3
35.1
8.7
I———
1 1Z
I 16,9
I 32.4
I 8.0
9
33.3
2Z.5
6.0
I-———
I 1
I 11.1
2.5
.7
I 8
I Z9.6
I 21.6
I 5.3
I———
4
44.4
10.8
2.7
I
I-
I
I 12
I 18
I 3
,1-..—.
I
I 19
I 51
I 9
>I-
I
I 18
I 18
I 3
,1——
I
22
2.001
>I-
5 I
.8 I
.5 I
.3 I
—-I.
1^ I
•7
•9
.3
5
.5
.5
•3
3.001
•I-
6 I
15.^ I
27.3 I
4.0 I
•———I
1^ I
19.7 I
63.6 I
9.3 I
4.001
•I
I
I
I
I
10
25.6
41.7
6.7
•——I
7 I
9.9 I
29.2
4,7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0,0
0.0
0.0
I
I 7
I I
I-
I
I 50
I 3
I
.——I.
2 I
•Z I
.4 I
•3 I
•I'
Z I
7.4 I
9.1 I
1.3 I
•———I-
0
0.0
0,0
0,0
3
11.1
12.5
2o0
.——I
2
32.2
8.3
1.3
1
•o
•7
.7
1
50.0
2.5
,7
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
I-
I
I 0
I 0
I 0
I-
0
.9
•o
•o
0 I
0,0 I
0.0 I
0.0 I
1
50.0 I
^•? I
•7
•I
0 I
0.0 I
0»0 I
0,0 I
50
4.2
.7
I
,40
26,7
37
24.7 18
27
»0
2Z
14.7
24
16.0
ROV<
TOTAL
39
26.0
71
47.3
27
18.0
9
6a0
2
1.3
2
1.3
150
100.0
RAW CHI SQUARE = 25,83937 WITH ZO DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
CRAMER^S V = »20752
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT = .38334
KENOALL^S TAU 0 = -.U9903
KENDALL^S TAU C = -.09011
OAk;MA = -.13^16
SQMt,t^S D = -.091^2
SIGNIFICANCE s .171Z
Table VIII
TRANSIENT HOUSING STUDY SUMMER 1973
HLL NONAME (CREATION DATE = 12/03/73 )
12/03/73
62,
^^ft£-^»«fto»'fr»^»ft^^< CROSSTABULATION OF «^Js>^«^^«^»^#^«^«»^
VAR036 PREFER TO OWN OK RENT BY VAR004 TIMES MOVED IN LAST FIVE YEARS
it«H-»^i>«»i>V«^-?Vr<t««Vr«#9»9«9»«9?««««9««»»««»it^««^«^J» PAGE 1 OF I
COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
VAR036
OWN
RENT
1.00
2.00
VAROOt
I
INONE
I
I 0.001
I———I
I 6 I
I 10.7 I
I 15.0 I
I 4 o 0 I
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMES ^ OR MQR
3.001 4.00
•I-
l.OOI
•I-
20 I
35.7 I
54,1 I
13,3 I
2,001
-I
10 I
17.9 I
37.0 I
6o7 I
9.00
NO RESPONSE
I
I
I
I
-I-
I
I
I
I
34
37.0
85.0
ZZ.7
0
0,0
0.0
0.0
17
18.5
45.9
U.3
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
16 I
17«^ I
59.3 I
10.7 I
•I
1 I
50.0 I
3<7 I
•7 I
8
14,3
36.4
5,3
——I
14 I
15.2 I
63.6 I
9.3 I
12
21.4
50.0
8.0
11
12.0
45.8
7.3
I
COLUMN
TOTAL
-I——»—.I——.-«I«.—...I,
40 37 27
26.7 Z4.7 18,0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
•——I
Z2
14.7
1
50.0
4.2
•7
24
16.0
ROW
TOTAL
56
37.3
92
61.3
2
1<3
150
100.0
RAW CHI SQUARE = 19*11^61 WITH 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER^S V = ,25242
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT = •33620
KENOALL^S TAU B = -.l^88R
KENDALL^S TAU C = -»13800
GAMMA = -.Z3Z53
SOM£R?i5 0 = -.11667
•01^3
TRANSIE' HOUSINC? STUDY SUMMER 1973
HLt NONAME (CRFATION OATt = 1Z/OJ/73 )
Table IX - I
1Z/03/73
^^<ftft«<-oo^-»ft»ftft»»» CROSSTAtfULATION OF ft»»<-i»ft^»tt»<tf^«i»^ft»
\/AP014 DIbLlKE. CUKftENT HOUSING FIRST BY VAR044 NUMBER OF MOVES
^t!.^ft«ft»«u-»tt-u--aft-u-^»»ftttff»»»-»fl-tt»-fl-ofl'ft<tt»»ft'y'«'t»ft»ttfttt*»<»» PAGE 1 OF \
COUM
RUW PCT
COL PC T
TOT PCT
VAK044
I
I NONE
I
I O.OQ
ONCE TWICE 3 TIMLS 4 OR MQR
VARUl^
NOTHING
EVL'RYTHING
NOISY
1.00
?.oo
3.UO
I-
I ??.
I 3b.l
I 55.0
I 1^.7
I—-—-—
I 1
I 10.0
^.5
.7
<*«00
MAINTENANCE PKOd
5»00
PhYSICAL CrtARACT
6.0U
SOCIAL ChAHACTLr?
1
JJ.3
Z.5
.7
I———
I 3
I Z),4
I . 7.5
I ?.0
•I-
I
I
I
I
•I-
I
1
1
I
33
?
6
ly«4
lb.0
4.0
d
Ib.Z
^•0
1.3
7.UU
LOCATION PROBLMS
I
1^.5
Z.5
•7
I
I-
I
I 2^
I 40
I 10
I——
I
I 30
I ft
1 ?
1-
i
I
I
I
I—-
I
I Zl
I M
I ?
I
I
I 22
I 1H
I 4
I-
I
I Z7
I d
I ?
1——
I
I 37
I 8
I Z
I——
l.oul
•L
15 I
.6 I
o5 i
•O I
—-.-I,
3 I
.0 I
•I I
u
1
.3
.7
.7
——I
3 I
•^ I
*l I
•u I
z.ool
•I-
9 I
14,8 I
33.3 I
b.U I
——L2 I
20.0 1
7«4 I
l.J I
•I'
U I
0.0 I
0.0 I
0*U I
.——1.
3 I
21.4 I
11<1 I
Z.U 1
3.UOI
•I
9 I
i^.b i
^0.9 1
6<U I
-——I
3 1
30.0 I
13.6 I
2.0 I
^.oui
•I
I
I
I
I
b
9,fi
Z5.0
4.0
———I
I I
iOoO I
^.?
•7
1
0 1
U.U I
o.u l
0.0 I
———I
1 I
7.1 1
4,b I
-7 I
1
33.3
^•?
.7
———I
4 I
Z8.ft I
ib.7
2.7
7
<6
^
.7
•I
I
I
I
I
•I
3 1
.3 1
•I 1
•O J
—-I
3 I
•5 I
•I I
•U I
•I-
9 I
ZV.O 1
33.J I
6.0 I
•I-
J I
Z7.3 I
11.1 I
Z.U I
———I
0 I
0.0 I
G.U I
0.0 I
I
b I
16.1 I
ZZ.7 I
3 •3 I
4
12.9
16.7
2.7
•I-
1 1
9.1 I
4.5 I
.7 I
——-I'
d I
Z5.0 I
9,1 I
1.3 I
2
iy«2
8.3
1.3
———I
2 I
^5.0 I
8,3 I
1.3 I
I •I'
COLUMN
TOTAL
I
^0
do.7
37
Z^.J
27
IS^U
Z2
1^.7
(CONTINUED)
?^
16.0
kO^i
TOTAL
61
40.7
10
6.7
3
Z..O
1^
9.3
31
20.7
11
7o3
8
5.3
150
100.0
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KO^ PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
1.00
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z.oo
LOCATION»POLLUTI
3.00
SOCIAL PK8LMS
^•ao
ArtEA CONDITIONS
5.00
NO WORK
9.0U
NO RESPONSE
COLUMN
TOTAL
VArt044
I
I NONE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
0.
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47.5
1Z.7
5
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3.3
^
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Z.7
9
32.1
2?,5
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0
o.u
0.0
0.0
3
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001
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1.
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8.0
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40.5
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2
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1.3
5
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0
0.0
0.0
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3
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37
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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5
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0.0
0
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3
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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9
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40,9
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5
13,2
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3.3
0
0.0
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0.0
b
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27.3
4.0
0
0.0
0.0
o,u
z
20.0
9.1
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14.7
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
1
{
I
t
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6
15.8
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3
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2.0
4
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1
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•7
2
20.0
8.3
1.3
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001
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TOTAL
59
39«3
38
25.3
1^
9.3
Z6
18.7
1
•7
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6.7
ISO
100,0
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n
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0
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i4,M 1 15.&
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o.u
OoO
0,0
0
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I
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I^.J rj PCT
COL PC T
TUT PCT
VARO<34
1.00
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Vrt"(('.44
I
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I
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z.oo
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b
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I
I
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^•7 I
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9
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0
0.0
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•I
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2.7 I
I
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.7
———I
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M.7 I
6.7 1
———I
2 I
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8.3
1.3
•I
d I
28,6 I
7.4 I
1.3 I
•I
•I-
1 I
14,3 I
4.5 I
•7 I
I
1
14.3
4«?
•7
40
Zb.7
37
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16,0
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lb.0
t^OW
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d
5.3
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IO.J
4
2.7
4
Z.7
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7.3
7
4.7
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69.
DULUTH TRANSIENT HOUSHKr STUDY
SUMIER 1975 RT'3POUDSNT 1!:
AHDRS3S
BUILDING NAME
I. I>^TOCrRA?HIC
\Ye would like to begin this interview by asking you:
1. How long have you lived in the downtown area?_(# of years)
2, How lon^; have you lived at this address? ___(# of years)
5. Hov/ many times in the last five years have you changed
addresses? (7? of times)
4. Are you the only one living in the anartment? yes_no_
5. 1.7e would like to know some .thin-gs about those who live
with you, (First name is sufficient for identification)
If unr e lated "to the respondent, use separate questionnaire.)
A,
n*
c.
T)«
Resnondent
Relationshir>
iaRB^<a?5!^^^?l^S'S"^'3SC'^
'•;•-- , • •'. --.":, . '^
~F7
Sex
~T7
Date of-
Birth
-8.-
Race
9*
education Rmr>l
full
io7
)ymen
nar-fc none
11» If emr)loyed<-what; kind of work?
12. '',Yhat is '^he average monthly incoi.^e for this fannJ.y?
you(if sin^leV
1^« What are the sources of this income?
(OAA, .33 ,RR , AFDC , tzA,, etc, )
II. 30CIAL INTERACTION GHAR.:ICT^RI3TIC3
1« Do you have close friends in the downtown area? yes_no_
2, Ho\v often do you visit or talk with these friends?
daily__weelcly_monthly_other^_
5» Do you h.^.ve an:/ relatives in.the Duluth-3unerior area?
yes no
4« How ol'-ten do you virsi-fc or talk' with those relatives?
d aily __w e '-;kl y_monthl y_o th er
70.
5. ''.Vha-b are some of the main activities you do in your spare
time?
6« Where do you spend your spare time? (places)
7. Are. "there things you would like to do with your leisure
time that are not available in the downtov/n area?
TH, CURRENT HOUSING COND.ITION3 (R:.;3FON^NT.f 3).
1. '-.That do you like about living in your current housing?
2. ',Yha-fc don tt you like about; living in your current housing?
5. 'Yhat do you like about livinf; in the down'tov/n area?
4. "/hat don tt you like about livin,?: in the downtown area?
?
71.
5» '*7ould you say, on the balance, that you are reasonably
hanny with your current housing arrangement? yes_no_
IV. CURRENT HOUSING CONDITIONS (PHYSICAL)
1• Is this unit^
A. An anartment
Bo single room_
C, Groun of rooiris
-D, Groun quarters
(6 or more imrelated to head)
v. Other Snecify
2, \7hat are you currently naying for rent, including
utilities?
5, How often are you required to pay your rent?
v/ e ek 1 y_mo n thly_o th er_____ s ne c i fy
For renlies to questions 4 thru 8 refer to the table below:
4. '.7hat; is the total number of roons in your unit and how
many are bedrooms?
5» 'lvhat are your kitchen facilities? (list ontions)
6. Do you have toilet facilities in your unit, if no what are
the arrangements? (list ontions)
7. Do you have a sink in your unity if no what are the
arr<?jri,p; smen t s ? (list o r)t i on s)
6e Do you have a tut.) or shower, if no what are the arrangements?
(list options)
or rooms
kitchen
Total Bedroom[Full|Efficiency[Shared jPriva-be | None
'Jjj^^-^^^?^.^
^'^.^;&hA.».»^&1'Jt.\.;i^^.JJ.^-^^t;K^^
^yj^^^f'y'''^r^^s'^.'^^ff'^v:?.^^^^^^^
t'^ ^^ ^^^.^^'•^^:-^7'l^-^^A^^^^^^^v*:1^^
toilet |.''/,:Y^.;^'^'^;/^:'j';''^^^
n ink
.Ub
shower
Ji;i^uiAJrtiT<^.^ki^ri:*^^^.-^»;:,A.i.^.iA8A^,
:w:^
: ;.-,H
>..»;.IA;i.»aSA«»i
Other-Snecify
72.
9. '\Vhat is your source of heating?
A, Central
B. 3nace
C, Other_SDecify_
10, What t.Y^e of fuel do you use for heating?
A. electric
3. Coal
C, C^as
D. Steam
E, Other ^3T)ecify_
11. ',Yhat is your source of outside li;vht? (Can be more than one)
A. Outside
B, Li^ht court
C\ :3kyli^;ht
D, None
12. Do you rent or own;
3tove
Oven
Refrigerator
Furniture
Rent Own None
15< If owned furniture, how much?
some most all
V, TYPE OF HOUSING PREFERRED
1< If you had your choice, would you rather live in:
A. House
B. A/oar'bment
C« Single room
D» Mobile home
E • Other ______• So e c i fy,
2 a If you had your choice, would you rather rent or own your
residence? own rent
5. If you had your choice of cooking facilities, which of -the
following would you ^refer? (check only one
A. Have your own cooking facilities
3. Share cooking facilities with others in your
building_
C, Have a common dining area with meals nrenared in your
building^
D. Have no cooking or eating facilities in your building
(nrefer to eat out)
4< Considering your budget, what is the maximum monthly rent
that you could afford?
73.
•I» LOCATION FREPERENC?
1. Considering -the Bulu-fch" Superior area, if you had your choice
where would you most like to live?
If SuDerior given as choice go on to Question #2,
If Dulu'fch ,ri:iven as choice ask v/hich areas of Buluth in
which -they would like -bo live • (List first a.nd second choice)
A.
B,
2« How imnortant is it for you to be located near -the following
services?
Imnortant
A, Medical facilities
B. Grocery stores and shopping .
confers
G« Restaurants and eating
nl ac Q s
D. 7>ublic transportation
E. Place' oi' work
Mot Import ant
1
3o Of the tniriFS considered imDor-cant, waich Rc-rvice is the
most. inDortant to you?
4» Are there o^her services "that you feel ar^ important to
be located n^ar? yes_ no_ If "yes", wha-fc are the services?
5» Is it imDortant for you t.o bo located near -fche following?
Import ant
A. Recreation and leisure
facilitios
Not Import aat
3» Churches
C» Relatives
D. Friends and associates
E. Parks and wooded areas
P«, "ublie facilities
6< Of the things considered innortant^ v/hich one is the mos-b
imr>ortan-t?
7o Are there other things that you lecl are irmortant to be
located near? yes_ no_^ If "yes", what are those other things
you feel are important?
8, Are there any other things that you would like to comment on?
TI[^K YOJ FOR YOUR CCOPERATIO;'.! A:.^ A35I3TA::C;
74.
INTERVIEWER RESPONSE
1 a \Vhat were the general living conditions of -the respondent?
2» How were you treated by the respondent?
'?-, Other relevant information or notations
Name Date
Time of Day ____ Length of Interview
